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Abstract. S.A. Greibach proved in “Chains of full AFL’s” a very useful oroperty concerning 
substitution of full semi-AFL’s 
S. Ginsburg raises the question whether the property remains true when the families under 
considerations are supposed only to be semi-AFL’s. 
We give here a negative answer to this question. 
. Introdwctiom 
In [7] Greibach proves a very powerful key lemma (Lemma 2.1), which is at the 
basis of the main result of her paper. In [S], Ginsburg points out the importance or’ 
this lemma and writes that “a number of results depend on (this) lemma”. In the 
other reference book on A17L Theory [3], Berstel claims that “for the investigation of 
families of languages with respect o substitution, the ‘Syntactic lemma’ due to S.A. 
Greibach is a basic tool.” 
By using this lemma, Grr:ibach proves that, if a full semi-AFL 9P is not substitution 
closed, then the least full semi-AFL containing 2 a.nd substitution closed is non- 
principal. Moreover the iterated application of ihc substitution operator to the 
family 9 produces an infinite strictly increasing hierarchy Iof full semi-AFL’s. 
This result allows to plrove very easily that a number of classical families of 
languages, like, for example, the quasi-rational languages or the Greibach’s 
languages are non principal full semi-AFL’s. 
The statement of the key lemma is: 
Let 28’1 and 92 be two full semi-AFL,‘s and L1 alid L:! two languages ove.r disjoint 
alph&ets. If the language &I I’&, resulting from the syntactic substitution df L2 into 
L1 belongs to the family 2’1 q 55’2, obtained by substituting the languages of 2’2 i 
the languages of JZl, then L1 E 5!$ or L2 E A?*. 
A full semi-, WL being a family of languages closed under hom~rmor ph 
homomorphislli, intersectilon with regular sets and union, two questions ii
are only full trios? 
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(2) oes the lemma remain true iE the families 31 and 92 are just closed under 
E-free homomorphism instead of arbitrary- homomorphism? 
Positive answers to these questions would involve that the conseq 
Greibach’s key lemma, and in particular the hierarchy theore 
semi-AFL’s, also hold for full trios or semi-AFL’s. In [2] we have prov :d that the first 
question has a positive answer. 
I-Iere, we give a negative answer to the second question by a coun 
2. 
f being 2 word in X*, ffl k the length off and E the empty word. 
An homomorphism 4 : X* + Y* is E-free if 4(x) # e for each .Y in X. 
Let L be a subset of X*. 4 is k-limited over L if 4 never erases more than k 
consecutive occurrences in any word w in L. 
An homomorphism 4:X” -) Y” is alphabetic if lt$(x)i s i for each x E X. 
A trio is a family of languages closed under E-free homcrmorphism, inverse 
homomorphism and intersection with regular sets. 
Then trios are families of languages closed by faithful rational tra;ts;ductions [4]. 
We handle w sh faithful rational transductions (f.r.t = E-free a-transductions of 
[S]) by using their characterization of [4]: the transduction T: X* --3, Y* if, a f.r.t. if and 
only if there exist an alphabet Z, a regular set R on 2, an integer k, an alphabetic 
homonorphism 4 : Z* +X* and 21%. homomorphism 4, k-c-limited over R, r(r:Z* + 
Y*, such that 
T(L) = t,!Q-‘(L) n R). 
The trio generated by L, Ff(L) is the slmallest trio containing L. Recall that Ff(L) is 
the set of images of L by f.r.t. 
XI being a finite alphabet, we call substitution (over XT )? a mapping O= from XT 
into the set 2xT of subsets of X$, satisfying 
CF is extended to 2xf by setting 
Let 5? be a family of la stitution is a substitution u over 
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ges L1 and L2 (L1 c 
substitution ove 
3. 
We consider the following languages: 
L1 ={~xn9,n1~,,3n2~ . . . axnk2ynk21 
ke +) nl, n2c +. . , ok2 E +, n1 + n2 + l l l + r&* I: (k2i2} 
L.I {bh 
L2 = {axn’yn1axn2yn2~~ . . . axnk2ynk2 1 
kEN+,pf1,n2,..s,nk2E +, nldvz2-t l 1, l +nkd(k2)2}, 
S={uk2[kEN+j, M ={xnynln E 
We also consider the T&)-substitution 0 : 
8: (a, x, y, b)* + (a, x, y, b j* 
defined by 
e(a) = a, e(x) =x, O(Y) = Y, 8(b) = L2. 
One can easily verify that 
SW = @(LA 
then 
SW E T~LI) 0 TALA 
We will prove that 
2% Tf(L1) and M& Tf(L2). 
First part: S E Tf(L 1) 
Eet us suppose that there exists a f.r.t. T = (4, #, ) (4 alphabetic, 1,4 k-&=4 
over 
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There certainly exist, in L1, arbitrary large words, which have non-empty image by 
the f.r.t. T. 
Over these words, two contradictory hypothesis can be done. 
First hypothesis: Each of these words con ains a bounded number of xcurrences of 
the letter a. Then, the number of occurrences of letters x and y, that these words 
contain, is not bounded. 
In particular, for any given integer rpe, there certainly exjsts a word having a 
non-empty image by T and containing a factor xmyrn. 
Second hypothesis: For any given integer m, there exists a w& ti in L1, having a 
non-empty image by T and containing more than m occurrences of tht letter Q. From 
definition of L;, w contains more than 2”” occurrences of letters x and y ; then w 
contains a factor Pym. 
Then, in the two cases, for any given integer m, there exists a word w in L1 having a 
non-empty image by T and oontaining a factor xmy ? 
We set w = VV~ = u,x”ymtln and let a ki be a word in T({wm}). 
There certainly exists a word w k in R such that: 
dwn) = wm- 
This word wk contains a factor 
~~=ZilZi2*g* zi,z~,z:, ’ ’ l Zi,; * Wk =l4LVktX 
satisfying 
(i) Pam, qam; 
(3 4 (zij) =x Of +(Zi,)=(: for j= I,& . . . , p; 
(iii) 4(zQ= y or &(zi,)=E forj= I-,2,. . . ,q; 
(iv) c$(v~) = xmym. 
By using the iteration lemma for regular sets (‘star’ lemma), we easily obtain that, fo; 
sufficiently large m, there exist integers rl and r2 (tll SG r2) such that 
with 
il;Zi, ’ ’ ’ Z,l-l(fQZrl+l ’ ’ ’ Z,--l)*Z, ’ ’ l Zi,Zi2 l ’ ’ Z:-l 
(d, z:,+1 *’ ’ z:*-1 )*z:, z:*+1 l ’ ’ z$& c li! 
ithout loss of ge erality, it can be supposed that 
Since ~9 is k-&-li ave, for two non- ull integers r an 
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is a word iq j j pitl$ ~3 nofl-empty image by T. Moreover, its image cutains the 
word 
cp QW$~i+J, 
St integers k,, s1 and s2 such that, for any integer 1, 
t domjnate S by a faithful rational transduction and 
BE khere exists a f.r.t. T = (4, ~9, R) (4 alphabetic, JI/ k-e-limited 
c&air@ exist arbitrary large words in L2, having a non-empty 
4 T’t)s \;Qns~t contain a bounded number of occurrences of letter cz. 
\P$VJ~ m, these exists a word w,,, in Lz, having a non-empty image 
by T and (24t &qt)g QIJ&~~: than m occutrences of a. We set 
l@q% ~~‘~~a~~~rr2~~~ ’ ’ ’ qxnmy”-v~, 
satisfying 
‘star’ lemma, we obtain that there exists an integer m, 
ty, it can be supposed that 
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The word $( w k), being a word in muet be written 
fi(wk) =xnyn for some integer r”!. 
We set 
ZiWX,i l ’ ’ rj-IWkj-1, = 84, (j - 1 *.-- i) 2 k. 
Since 9 is k-e-limited over R, it comes that one of the thr, Wlowing cases 
necessarily holds: 
(1) cG(u)=xq PO; 
(2) VW = y q, q 2 0; 
(3) q?(u)=x’y”,r~Oands~O. 
For each integer 1, we consider the word wPr,l: 
wm,l 
=axniynl . . . ax”‘-ly”i-l(ax”iy”i . II . axni-lyni-l)‘a_~“iyn’ l l l at,. 
For each integers m and 2, one easily verifies that Wm.1 is a word in Lz. Moreover, Wm,l 
has a non-empty image by T. 
1~ case (l), T({ wm,z}) contains a word having more x than y ; in case (2) T({w,~}) 
contain_,;; a word illaving more y than x and in case (3) T({Wm,Z}) contains a word 
having occurrences of x to the right of occurrences of y. In the taree cases, a 
contradiction appears. 
Then, L2 does not dominate M by a faithful rational transduction and Mti 9f(Ll). 
In summary, we have proved that 
So, the Greibach’s key lemma does not hold for trios nor for semi-AFL’s. 
Although the Greibach’s key lemma is false for general semi-AFL’s, one can ask 
whether this property remains true or not, for particular semi-AFL’s. For example, a 
statement of the key lemma for semi-AFL’s included in the family of context-free 
languages ould be of great interest, since the knowledge of such families of 
languages is very poor. y looking at our counter-example, it immediately 
appears that the property for L1 and L2 to be non-context-free plays a fundamental 
role. 
or se ‘s include e 
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